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I. Abstract 
I. Abstract. 
A normality in early development phases of data base 
application systems is the knowledge of the specific data 
base management system (DBMS) on which the application will 
be developed. Application data base accesses (logical 
transactions) are therefore often documented in a syntax 
form similar to the specific DBMS's data manipulation lang-
uage (DML) commands. 
Logical transaction definitions, if specified in DML-
like syntax forms, serve as templates for application pro-
gram design, since they represent requirements for sequenc-
ing of data base accesses that efficiently execute data 
updating and retrieval requirements. The analytical path 
taken from initial logical transaction definition to pro-
gram DML specification is shown in Figure 1. 
The goal of the process is to insure that application 
programs properly and efficiently execute against the phys-
ical data base structure while supporting the transactional 
requirements of the system. Quality assurance concerns 
should fuel updating of the transaction definition document-
ation when physical data base design changes impact trans-
1 
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action logic, and suggest maintaining transaction definition 
documentation in close-to program DML format to minimize 
errors when translating transaction requirements into pro-
gram design. 
This thesis research delivers a PC-based system that 
provides 1) on-line updating of data base structure and 
transaction definitions, and 2) proofing of the transaction 
definitions against a pre-defined DML syntax and the phys-
ical data base structure with which the transaction inter-
acts. The system, known as the Data Base Documentor and 
Editor (DB-ADE), provides analytical tools that support the 
documentation and feedback needs of the previously-described 
design process. The general DB-ADE system structure and 
the manner in which DB-ADE supports design feedback are 
shown in Figure 2. 
DB-ADE is programmed in Borland International's Turbo 
Pascal 1 and utilizes Borland International's Turbo-ISAM 
Access System 2 for data file management. DB-ADE runs under 
1Turbo Pascal and 2Turbo Access System are copyrighted 
by Borland International, Inc., 4113 Scotts Valley 
Drive, Scotts Valley, California, 95066. 
2 
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MS-DOS and PC-DOS, and executes in 64K of main memory. 
DB-ADE contains utilities that assist its setup on a PC and 
assist in establishing and maintaining DB-ADE data files. 
DB-ADE supports application development on Cullinet's 
IDMS data base management system. DB-ADE's Data Base Def-
inition Subsystem defines IDMS-type network data base 
structures, and the Transaction Definition Subsystem uses a 
syntax that emulates the IDMS data manipulation language. 
3 
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II. Organization of the Thesis Document. 
The remainder of this thesis document is organized as 
follows: 
Functional Structure of the DB-ADE System, Section I~I, 
provides a functional desc~iption of the DB-ADE system, 
and details the functionality of the DB-ADE Transaction 
Definition Subsystem, which is the hub of the DB-ADE 
system. This description also explains how DB-ADE 
validates an inputted transaction. 
DB-ADE Transaction Structure and Syntax, Section IV, 
provides knowledge of how to define a transaction to 
DB-ADE and how to interpret and react to the results 
provided by the Transaction Proof Subsystem. 
The DB-ADE Program/PC Environment, Section V, ident-
ifies all DB-ADE program run modules, data files, and 
utilities, and explains how to install DB-ADE and 
perform DB-ADE file management. 
Keyboard Control Input Characters, Section VI, doc-
uments keyboard characters used rather consistently 
within the DB-ADE system. 
DB-ADE Screen Field Descriptions, Section VII, defines 
input field requirements for the DB-ADE input screens. 
DB-ADE Error and Warning Messages Listing, Section 
VIII, lists alphabetically DB-ADE system error and 
warning messages and their meanings. 
Location of DB-ADE Demonstration System, Section IX, 
identifies where program source code listings and 
DB-ADE program run module and demonstration diskettes 
have been filed in fulfillment of thesis requirements. 
Directions for Further Research, Section X, identifies 
the author's current thoughts on possible future ex-
tensions of DB-ADE system functionality. 
6 
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III. Functional Structure of the DB-ADE System. 
The functional structure of the DB-ADE system is shown 
in Figure 3. DB-ADE is comprised of a main menu and three 
subsystems: 
• the Data Base Definition Subsystem; 
• the Transaction Definition Subsystem; 
• the Entity Lists Subsystem. 
These subsystems are in turn comprised of specific 
programs as follows: 
Data Base Definition Subsystem --
• Data Base Identification Program; 
• Area Definition Program; 
• Record Definition Program; 
• Set Definition Program. 
Transaction Definition Subsystem 
• Transaction Maintenance Program; 
• Transaction Proof Program. 
Entity Lists Subsystem 
• List Data Base Identifi
ers Program; 
• List Areas For A Data Ba
se Program; 
• List Records For A Data Base Pr
ogram; 
• List Sets For A Data B
ase Program; 
• List Transactions Fo
r A Data Base Program. 
The functionality of the main menu, each of these 
subsystems, and the subsystem program components are de-
scribed in the sections that follow. 
7 
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A. The DB-ADE Main Menu. 
The DB-ADE Main Menu Screen is shown in Figure 4. Each 
program within the DB-ADE system can be accessed by enter-
ing a keyboard character shown on the menu lists. If an 
Entity Lists Subsystem program is chosen (except for the 
List Data Base Identifiers Program), the Main Menu Program 
will request that a data base identifier be entered to de-
note the identifier of the data base structure for which the 
entity list is to be obtained (see Figure 5). If selection 
"6 - Proof Transaction" is selected, the Main Menu Program 
will request that a data base identifier and a transaction 
identifier be entered to denote the transaction that is to 
be proofed against its data base structure (see Figure 6). 
B. Data Base Definition Subsystem. 
The Data Base Definition Subsystem defines the details 
of the physical IDMS data base structures within the DB-ADE 
system files. All entities within the DB-ADE system (i.e., 
all areas, records, sets, and transactions) are qualified 
by a twelve-character data base identifier (established in 
the Data Base Identification Program), thus allowing for 
storage of the physical characteristics of multiple IDMS 
9 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR ANO EDITOR 
MAIN MENU 
Select from one of the following: 
Data Base Definition 
1 Data Base Identification 
2 Area Definition 
3 Record Definition 
4 Set Definition 
Transaction Definition 
----------------------
5 A/CID/Copy/Proof Transaction 
6 -- Proof Transaction 
Enter selection code. ESC to quit. 
Figure 4 
Entity Lists 
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List Data Base Identifiers 
List Areas For A Data Base 
List Records For A Data Base 
List Sets For A Data Base 
List Transactions 
For A Data Base 
. •';. 
DB-ADE Main Menu Screen 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDiiOR 
MAIN MENU 
Select from one of the following: 
Data Base Definition 
1 Data Base Identification 
2 Area Definition 
3 Record Definition 
4 Set Definition 
Transaction Definition 
5 A/CID/Copy/Proof Transaction 
6 -- Proof Transaction 
Data Base Id: 
Entity Lists 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
List Data Base Identifiers 
List Areas for A Data Base 
List Records for A Data Base 
List Sets for A Data Base 
L1st Transactions 
for A Data Base 
Enter data base identifier. ESC to return to menu prompt. 
Figure 5 
DB-ADE Main Menu Requests Data Base Identifier 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
MAIN MENU 
Select from one of the £allowing: 
Data Base Definition 
--------------------
l 
2 
3 
4 
Data Base Identification 
Area Definition 
Record Definition 
Set Definition 
Transaction Definition 
----------------------5 A/C/0/Copy/Proof Transaction 
6 -- Proof Transaction 
------------
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
List Data Base identifiers 
List Areas for A Data Base 
List Records for A Data Base 
List Sets for A Oats Base 
List Transactions 
For A Oat.a Base 
Transaction Id: 
Data Base Id: 
Enter data base and transaction identifiers. ESC to return to menu prompt. 
Figure 6 
DB-ADE Main Menu Requests Transaction Identifier 
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data base structures within the DB-ADE files, and 
the ident-
ification of each transaction to a specific data b
ase struc-
ture. 
DATA BASE IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM 
The Data Base Identification Program establishes 
the 
aforementioned data base identifier and its descr
iption. 
Input to this program is provided via the Data Ba
se Ident-
ification Screen (see Figure 7). 
AREA DEFINITION PROGRAM 
The Area Definition Program establishes the ident
ities 
of the valid IDMS areas within the data base stru
cture that 
is identified by the data base identifier. Input
 to this 
program is provided via the Area Maintenance Scre
en (see 
Figure 8). The key to a DB-ADE IDMS area is the data base 
identifier plus a twelve-character area identifie
r. 
RECORD DEFINITION PROGRAfl 
The Record Definition Program establishes the ide
nt-
ifiers for and attributes of the IDMS records wit
hin the 
data base structure that is identified by the dat
a base 
identifier. Input to this program is provided vi
a the 
13 
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Action: 
Data Base Iden~i£ier:
 
Description: 
DATA BASE DOCUHENTOR 
AND ~DITOR 
DATA BASE IDENT!FICA
7IO~ 
Action: A=Add: B=Bro
wse: C=Change: D=De
lete: Q=Cuit. 
Figure 7 
Data Base Identification 
Screen 
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Data Base: 
Action: 
Area Identifier: 
Area Description: 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND E
DITOR 
AREA MAINTENANCE 
Description: 
Action: A=Acd: B=Browse: C
=Change: D=Delete: C=Cuit. 
Figure 8 
Area Maintenance Screen 
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Record Maintenance Screen (see Figure 9). The key to the 
DB-ADE IDMS record is the data base identifier plus a 
twelve-character record identifier. The attributes that 
can be established for a record identifier are: 
• record description; 
• the IDMS area in which the record resides in the 
data base structure; 
• the location mode (i.e., how IDMS will store the 
record, e.g., CALC, VIA, DIRECT); 
• the set by which the record is stored VIA (if the 
location mode is VIA); 
• a duplicates allowed indicator (Y = yes, N = no, 
used with CALC location mode); 
• the number of expected duplicate CALC records; 
• the non-pointer bytes of data to be stored in a 
single occurrence of the record; 
• the expected minimum number of record occurrences; 
• the most likely number of record occurrences; 
• the expected maximum number of record occurrences. 
SET DEFINITION PROGRAM 
The Set Definition Program establishes the identifiers 
for and attributes of the IDMS sets within the data base 
structure that is identified by the data base identifier. 
Input to this program is provided via the Set ~1aintenance 
Screen (see Figure 10). The key to the DB-ADE IDMS set is 
the data base identifier plus a twelve-character set ident-
ifier. The attributes that can be established for a set 
identifier are: 
16 
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Data Base: 
Action: 
Record.Identifier: 
Record Description: 
Area: 
Locat~on Mode <CIVID>: 
If VIA. stored by set: 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
RECORD MAINTENANCE 
Description: 
If CA~C. dups allowea? ~YIN>: Number oi du?s: 
Non-pointer bytes of data: 
Estimated Volumes: 
Minirnum: 
Mos-:. L;.kely: 
Worst Case: 
Action: A=Adct: B=Browse: C=Change: O=Delete: Q=Quit. 
Figure 9 
Record Maintenance Screen 
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------------------------------------------- . ---------------
Data Base: 
Action: 
Set Identifier: 
Set. Description: 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
SET MAINTE~ANCE 
Description: 
Owner Record: 
Pointers: Next<YIN>: Prior(Y/N>: OwnerCYIN>: 
SortedCY/N>: Insertion Order CN/F/L>: 
Member Record D-I Pct.Part Min.Chain Likely.Chain 
Action: A=Add; B=Browse; C=Change; D=Delete; Q=Quit. 
Figure 10 
Set Maintenance Screen 
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• set description; 
• the record that owns the set; 
• the set member record insertion order (e.g., LAST, 
FIRST, SORTED); 
• a set sorted indicator (Y = set is sorted, N = set 
is not sorted); 
• a set next pointers indicator (Y = set has next 
pointers, N = set does not have next pointers); 
• a set prior pointers indicator (Y = set has prior 
pointers, N = set does not have prior pointers); 
• a set owner pointers indicator (Y = set has owner 
pointers, N = set does not have owner pointers); 
• set member record identifiers (up to six member 
records can be specified); 
• deletion-insertion rules for each member record 
(i.e., MA, OA, MM, OM); 
• the percentage of each member record's occurrences 
that typically participate in the set; 
• the expected minimum number of member record occur-
rences that will participate in a typical set chain; 
• the most likely number of member record occurrences 
that will participate in a typical set chain; 
• the expected maximum number of member record occur-
rences that will participate in a typical set chain; 
C. Transaction Definition Subsystem. 
The Transaction Definition Subsystem allows the DB-ADE 
user to build and edit IDMS transactions, and allows him t
o 
proof these transactions for proper syntax, structure, an
d 
compliance with IDMS currency laws when executing against 
the IDMS structure defined in the Data Base Subsystem. 
19 
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TRANSACTION MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 
The primary purpose of the Tra
nsaction Maintenance 
Program is to serve as a tool 
in building and editing the 
transactions that the DB-ADE u
ser wishes to proof against 
data base structures defined in
 the Data Base Definition 
Subsystem. Input to this progr
am is provided via the Trans-
action Maintenance Screen (see Figure 
11). 
The key to a DB-ADE transactio
n is the data base ident-
ifier plus a twelve-character 
transaction identifier. The 
qualifying data base identifie
r always denotes the data base 
structure that is stored in DB
-ADE against which the trans-
action is to be proofed. 
Up to two hundred (200) t:ansaction st
atements (lines) 
can be supplied within a DB-ADE
 transaction. The screen at 
any time displays only twelve 
(12) lines for view and edit-
ing. The program provides pag
ing and.cursor line movement 
within the transaction to allo
w access to all two hundred 
line entries. 
A line may contain a comment, 
may be left blank, or 
may contain an IDMS DML-like s
tatement (e.g., a FIND, STORE, 
or MODIFY statement). By using paging
 and cursor movement, 
20 
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DATA BASE DOCUME~TOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION MAI~TENANCE 
Copy £rom -- Data Base Id: Trans11ction re: 
Oat-~ Base Id: 
Transaction Id: Description: 
Line Control Verb Which Entity With/Usg/Qual 
S-Save P-Save and proo£: Delete Transaction <X>: 
Enter key fields. ESC to erase input. 
Figure 11 
Transaction Maintenance Screen 
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the DML-like statements can be ordered to define the IDMS 
transaction. DB-ADE requires a pre-defined syntax be used 
to enter these transactions. 
A new transaction can be established by using the COPY 
FROM program feature. This feature calls up an existing 
transaction into the program work area and allows revisions 
to the transaction and the eventual storage of the revised 
transaction under a new identifier name, while keeping the 
"copied-from" transaction intact. 
Transactions can be deleted from the DB-ADE files via 
this screen. The Transaction Proof Program can be invoked 
from this program to proof the transaction that is currently 
in the program I s work area. 
TRANSACTION PROOF PROGRAM 
The Transaction Proof Program validates a DB-ADE trans-
action in a three-step process: 
Step 1: Syntax Validation Each non-blank, non-
comment statement is assumed to be an IDMS mtL-like state-
ment. Each statement of this type is validated against a 
pre-loaded table of valid syntax forms. 
Step 2: Structural Validation -- If the transaction 
passes syntax validation, it is passed along for structural 
22 
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validation. The DB-ADE syntax allows for entering of con-
trol statements within the transaction that define the con-
ditional execution of one or more DML statements. Through 
use of these control statements (e.g., IF, ELSE), forms of 
logical IF ... ELSE constructs that are typically supported 
by programming languages syntaxes can be built. The struc-
tural validation program module verifies the propriety of 
these constructs much like a programming language's compiler 
would (e.g., all ELSE statements must be assignable to a 
preceding IF statement). While proofing these conditional 
constructs, the program is also building tables internally 
that define all of the possible transaction "paths" that 
could be executed from the beginning statement to the end-
ing statement of the transaction, given the conditional con-
trol statements that it encounters. 
Step 3: Logical Path Validation Once the trans-
action has passed structural validation, it undergoes logic-
al path validation. The logical path validation program 
module "executes" each individual transaction path that was 
identified by the structural validation module. This module 
insures that the statement order within each path is proper 
in that the statement order does not violate IDMS currency 
23 
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laws. The module is therefore simulating the interrogation 
and the updating of IDMS run-unit currency tables as it seq-
uentially executes each statement within a transaction path. 
The module performs this simulation independently for each 
identified transaction path. 
While the Transaction Proof Program modules are exe-
cuting, a transaction validation log is written to the CRT 
screen (see Figures 12 and 13). Figure 12 shows the log as 
it is written upon successful completion of the syntax val-
idation and the structural validation modules. Figure 13 
shows the log as it is written upon successful completion of 
the logical path validation module. The writing of these 
two separate screens to the CRT results from the syntax-
structural validations and the logical path validation 
being programmed in and therefore executed by two separate 
Turbo Pascal program run modules. 
The three validation program modules are executed ser-
ially. The execution of any one of the modules is contin-
gent upon the successful completion of the prior module. 
24 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION VALIDATION LOG 
Begin validation for -- Data Base Id: DEM
O 
Begin syntax validation ••• NO ERRORS FOU
ND. 
Begin structural validation ••• NO ERRORS 
FOUND • 
••• continuing ••• 
Figure 12 
Trans. Id: VALTRANS 
Transaction Validation Log (1st Screen) 
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Cont:nue validation £or 
••• continuing ••• 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND 
EDITOR· 
TRANSACTION VALIDATION LO
G 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Trans. Id: VALTRANS 
Begin logical path valida
tion ••• PROOF REPORT WILL
 BE PRINTED. 
Figure 13 
Transaction Validation Log (2nd Scree
n) 
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Thus, for example, errors fo
und in the syntax validation
 
module will prohibit the exe
cution of the structural val
id-
ation and logical path valid
ation modules. When errors 
are 
detected, a message is displa
yed on the CRT asking the us
er 
whether he wishes to print a
n error report on his work-
station printer or whether h
e wishes to leave the valida
tion 
modules (see Figure 14). The hard
-copy validation error 
report layout is shown in Fi
gure 15. Error messages, wh
ich 
begin"++", always follow th
e transaction statement tha
t is 
in error. 
A hard-copy report detailing
 logical path validation 
results always prints upon c
ompletion of the logical pat
h 
validation module. An examp
le is shown in Figure 16. Th
e 
transaction, as it was inpu
tted, is printed first. The 
transaction DML statements e
xecutable under the first po
ss-
ible transaction path follow
. Encountered currency erro
rs 
and warning messages are pri
nted using the same 
11 ++11 denot-
ation convention. Results o
f the logical path validation
 
of each possible transaction
 path are successively print
ed 
until all paths have been ex
hausted. 
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DATA BASE DOCUM
ENTOR AND EDITOR
 
TRANSACTION VAL
IDATION LOG 
Begin validation
 for -- Data B
ase Id: DEMO Tr
ans. Id: SYNTFAIL
 
Begin syntax va
lidation 
ERRORS FOUND •••
 ESC to quit. C
trl-P to print r
eport. 
Figure 14 
Tran~action Validati
on Error Noted on 
Transaction Validati
on Log 
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DATA SASE DOCUMENTOR AN
D EDITOR 
TRA~SACTION VALIDATION 
REPORT 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Transact.ion Id: SYNTFAI
L 
Transect.ion Descript
ion: 
001 
002 
OBTAIN 
OBTAIN 
CALC 
NEXT 
EOUIPMENT 
PM-ACTIVITY 
+• E400-Invalid stateme
nt. syntax. 
003 OBTAI
N NEXT PM-DESC
 
004 STOP 
•• ESD OF TRANSACTION •
 • • • • 
Figure 15 
Validation Error Report 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION LOGICAL PATH VALIDATION REPORT 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Transact.ion Id: DE~OPATH 
Transact.ion Description: 
001 OBTAIN 
002 OBTAIN 
003 OBTAIN 
004 STOP 
++ END OF TRANSACTION 
Path number: 1 
CALC 
NEXT 
NEXT 
..... 
EOUIPMENT 
PM-ACTIVITY 
PM-DESC 
++ \11704-Caution for DB-REC-NOT-FOUND on CALCs. 
W EOP-P!1 
W PMACT-P!1DESC 
++ \11702-Caution for DB-E!-10-0F-SET on set. walks. 
001 
002 
003 
++ 
OBTAIN 
OBTAIN 
OBTAIN 
END OF' TRANSACTION 
CALC EOUIPMENT 
NEXT PM-ACTIVITY 
NEXT PM-DESC 
..... 
Figure 16 
w 
w 
EOP-PM 
PMACT-PMDESC 
Transaction Logical Path Validation Report 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION LOGICAL PATH VALIDATION REPORT 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Transaction Id: DE~OPATH 
Transaction Description: 
001 OBTAIN 
002 OBTAIN 
003 OBTAIN 
CALC 
NEXT 
NEXT 
EQUIPMENT 
PH-ACTIVITY 
PH-DESC 
004 STOP 
++ END OF TRANSACTION ..... 
Path number: l 
++ 111704-Caution for DB-REC-NOT-FOUND on CALCs. 
W EOP-P!1 
W PMACT-P!1DESC 
++ W702-Caution for DB-E~D-OF-SET on set walks. 
001 OBTAIN CALC EQUIPMENT 
002 OBTAIN NEXT PM-ACTIVITY w EOP-PM 
003 OBTAIN NEXT PM-DESC w Pl1ACT-PMDESC 
++ END OF TRANSACTION ..... 
Figure 16 
Transaction Logical Path Validation Report 
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D. Entity Lists Subsystem. 
The Entity Lists Subsystem provides a "tickler" file 
mechanism to the DB-ADE user. The program invoked, as 
appropriate, lists out on the CRT screen all of the data 
base identifiers on the DB-ADE files or the specific area, 
record, set, or transaction identifiers on file for a spec-
ific data base identifier. The layout of each displayed 
screen is relatively the same. Examples of the screen lay-
outs are shown in Figures 17 through 21. These examples 
report the components of the demonstration data base of 
Figure 22. 
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DEMO 
ESC to return to menu. 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
ALL DATA BASE IDENTIFIERS LIST 
Figure 17 
All Data Base Identifiers List Screen 
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ECP-AREA 
IX-AREA 
PM-AREA 
ESC to return to menu. 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
AREA LIST FOR DATA BASE: 
Figure 18 
Area List for Data Base Screen 
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ECUIP-B0:1 
ECUIP~ENT 
INDEX 
PLANNER 
PLANT 
PM-ACTIVITY 
Pl'I-DESC 
PP-PL/\!'JNER 
PROD-PLANT 
SAFETY-DEV 
STOCK-NU!1 
ESC to return to menu. 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
RECORD LIST FOR DATA BASE: 
Figure 19 
Record List for Data Base Screen 
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EQP-COMPON 
E(;IP-P!'I 
EOP-SD 
EQP-WHR-USED 
IX-PM-DTE 
PLAN-PP 
PLANNER-PM 
PLANT-PLAN 
PLA:-IT-PP 
PMACT-PMDESC 
PP-ECP 
PP-PLAN 
PP-PLAN-PM 
SD-PM 
STOCK-SD 
ESC to return to menu. 
DATA BASl DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
SET LIST FOR DATA BASE: 
Figure 20 
Set List for Data Base Screen 
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PATHFAIL 
STRUFAIL 
SYNTFAIL 
VALTRANS 
ESC to return to menu. 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION LIST FOR DATA BASE: 
Figure 21 
Transaction List for Data Base Screen 
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IV. DB-ADE Transaction Structure and Syntax. 
A. Defining the Transaction Structure. 
The key functionality of the DB-ADE system is its abil-
ity to validate IDMS transactions against an IDMS physical 
data base structure. To use this functionality properly, 
the DB-ADE user must thoroughly understand the following: 
• how to define the transaction to the DB-ADE system 
via the Transaction Maintenance Program; 
• how to interpret and react to the results provided 
by DB-ADE's Transaction Proof Program. 
The most important aspect of defining the transaction 
to DB-ADE is to understand the form a transaction is 
allowed to take, so that DB-ADE software interprets the 
transaction as the user wishes the transaction to be inter-
preted. To examine this form, it is necessary to digress 
momentarily from DB-ADE system specifics and to think more 
generally about programming logic. 
Premise 1: Programs are typicaliy iterative processes, 
that is, the same general logic is executed a multiple num-
ber of times, on each iteration processing a single trans-
action occurrence. The exact logic, or specific executable 
instructions, that are executed within the logic may differ 
from iteration to iteration, due to conditional execution 
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logic (e.g., IF ... ELSE constructs, REPEAT WHILE constructs 
where the controlling variable is indeed variable and 
changes across iterations). Therefore, across all iter-
ations, when conditional execution logic is dependent upon
 
variables that change across iterations, there exist diffe
r-
ent transaction paths within program logic. Any single 
transaction occurrence is destined to take one-and-only-on
e 
one transaction path from program beginning to program end
. 
Premise 2: All control constructs in programs, includ-
ing iterative constructs (such as REPEAT WHILEs, PERFORM 
UNTILs, et. al.) can be broken down into the simpler form 
of an IF ... ELSE construct to denote what program instruc
-
tions execute for a given transaction occurrence. By def-
inition, zero or more transaction occurrences will execut
e 
the iterative construct, and exactly one transaction occu
r-
rence will not execute the iterative construct. 
For simplicity of transaction input and transaction 
maintenance programming, the available control statements 
within the DB-ADE system are limited to IF, ELSE, END, and
 
STOP. The uses of END and STOP will be discussed shortly.
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DB-ADE transactions are structured into b
locks and 
within block structures into block paths.
 A block is def-
ined as a group of DB-ADE control and verb (i.e., 
DML verbs, 
e.g., FIND, OBTAIN) statements that have as a star
t point a 
control statement that is common to all 
transaction paths 
and have as an end point a control statem
ent that is also 
common to all transaction paths. A block
 path is one of 
the segments of a transaction path that 
leads from this 
start point to this end point. 
As an example, consider the demonstration
 ID:MS struc-
ture shown in Figure 22. Suppose a trans
action called for 
the reporting of all preventive maintena
nce activities (PM-
ACTIVITY) by planner (PLANNER) within a plant (PLANT). 
For 
each PM-ACTIVITY accessed, the piece of e
quipment (EQUIP-
MENT) or the safety device (SAFETY-DEV) on which the ac
tiv-
ity is performed is to be reported, a$ is all of
 the activ-
ity's descriptive detail text (PM-DESC). Assume a PM-A
CTIV~ 
ITY can be directly associated with (owned by) an 
EQUIPMENT 
or a SAFETY-DEV, but not both. 
In documenting the IDMS DML commands that wou
ld be exe-
cuted to obtain this data, an analyst mig
ht generate the 
following: 
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PLANNER-
Pf,1 
OA, NO 
PLANNER 
PLAN-PP 
MA, NPO 
PP-PLANNER 
f.1-ACTIVITY 
PLANT 
PLANT-PP 
MA, NPO 
PROD-
PLANT 
PP-EQP 
9M, NPO 
EQUIPMENT EQP-WHR-USED OM, NPO 
.__ ____ .-J EQP-C01\1PON 
EQP-SD 
OM, NP 
MA I NPO 
EQUIP-BOM 
Pr.1ACT-
Pl·,lDESC 
MA, N 
SAFETY-DEVi,.>---------1 STOCK-NUM STOCK-SD 
INDEX OA, NPO 
PM-DESC 
Figure 22 
Demonstration Data Base Structure 
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OBTAIN NEXT PLANT WITHIN E
QP-AREA (until end of area). 
OBTAIN NEXT PLANNER WITHIN
 PLANT-PLAN (until end 
of set). 
OBTAIN NEXT PM-ACTIVITY WI
THIN PLANNER-PM (until end 
of set). 
IF MEMBER EQP-PM 
then OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN E
QP-PM 
else IF MEMBER SD-PM 
then OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN S
D-PM 
else error condition (perhaps ab
end). 
OBTAIN NEXT PM-DESC WITHIN
 PMACT-PMDESC (until end 
of set). 
FIND CURRENT PLANT (to reset EQP
-AREA area currency). 
The logical flow of this t
ransaction can be depicted
 
as in Figure 23. Looking 
at the above code and Figu
re 24, 
three transaction paths, o
r exact sequence of statem
ents 
that can possibly execute, 
exist for this transaction
. 
In Figure 24, ~ is the endpoint of the f
irst block 
of the transaction. All t
hree block paths (i.e., the seg-
ments of each of the three
 transaction paths from th
e begin-
ning of the transaction t
o~), end (converge) on~. 
The second block of the tra
nsaction contains only on
e block 
path between~ and the t
ransaction ~ndpoint ~ 
In the DB-ADE system, this
 transaction would be writ
-
ten as shown in Figures 25 
and 26. The transaction s
tate-
ments follow the DB-ADE sy
ntax rules that will be di
scussed 
shortly. The END control 
statement is used to mark 
the end 
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OBTAIN NEXT PLANT WITHIN
 EQP-AREA (until end of area)
. 
OBTAIN NEXT PLANNER WIT
HIN PLANT-PLAN (until end 
of set). 
OBTAIN NEXT PM-ACTIVITY 
WITHIN PLANNER-PM (until end 
of set). 
IF MEMBER EQP-PM 
then OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN
 EQP-PM 
else IF ME~IBER SD-PM 
then OBTAIN OWNER WITHIN
 SD-PM 
else error condition (perhaps
 abend). 
OBTAIN NEXT PM-DESC WIT
HIN PMACT-PMDESC (until end 
of set). 
FIND CURRENT PLANT (to reset 
EQP-AREA area currency). 
The logical flow of thi
s transaction can be de
picted 
as in Figure 23. Lookin
g at the above code and 
Figure 24, 
three transaction paths
, or exact sequence of s
tatements 
that can possibly execut
e, exist for this trans
action. 
In Figure 24, @ is the endpoint of the f
irst block 
of the transaction. Al
l three block paths (i.e., th
e seg-
ments of each of the th
ree transaction paths fr
om the begin-
ning of the transaction
 to~), end (converge) on
@. 
The second block of the 
transaction contains on
ly one block 
path between@ and the
 transaction ~ndpoint ~ 
In the DB-ADE system, th
is transaction would be 
writ-
ten as shown in Figures 
25 and 26. The transact
ion state-
ments follow the DB-ADE 
syntax rules that will b
e discussed 
shortly. The END contr
ol statement is used to 
mark the end 
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OB1'A!ll 
CALC 
r·1.M1·r 
( stactec) 
9·- OBl'A !fl ~ m,m1•;H Wl'l'IIIN 
EQP-PM 
Figure 23 
FI!ID ® CCRREHT ~ B STOP, 
PLAtn" 
Demonstration Transaction Logical Flow. 
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~ T -... ... ····· OB1'A!ll OETAIII NEX' OETAHI tlEX' BTAIU NEXT CA[C , PLArl'r - FLAfltlER - •:,I-ACTIVITY 0 PLAUT .. ., \·SITHifl •ir• :-JITHHI ••• HTHIN • .-. c'"> (otnrter) :•; EQP-AREA ~·~ PLAIIT-PLAN :•-• 'L1\llrlER-FM ~·:_ 
Di;:;;, 
~•·r• 
·r·· 
. , .. 
•, 
i I 
< I F: • 
FIND 
CURRENT 
PLANT 
'I' 
->. 
... 
OPl'AIII 
OvHll·:l< 
1'11'1'11 Iri 
EQP-l'r,1 
.... 
Figure 24 
P,1th I 
r.1ch 2 
P,uh 3 
Three Transaction Paths within 
Demonstration Transaction 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR A
ND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION MAISTENANC
E 
Copy from -- Data Base
 Id: DEMO Tran
saction Id: 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Transact.ion Id: VALTRA
NS Description: V
AL!D TRANSACTION 
Line Control Verb
 Which Entity 
With/Usg/Cual 
001 OBTAIN 
CALC PLANT 
002 • LINE 1 - DUM!'!Y
 STARTER. 
003 OBTAIN 
NEXT PLANT 
w Ei.::?-A!i'EA 
004 OBTAIN 
NEXT PLANNER 
w PLA~l7-PLAN 
005 OBTA:N 
NEXT PH-ACTIVITY
 w PLA~:-lER-PM 
COG IF 
007 
MEMBER EOP-PM 
008 09TA!:-l O
WNER 
w EQ?-P:1 
009 ELSE 
010 IF 
011 
ME:1BER SD-PM 
012 OBTAIN 
OW:,./ER 
w SD-PM 
S-Save P-Save ana proo
i: Delete
 Transact.ion t X > : 
ESC to erase input. 
Figure 25 
Demonstration Transaction 
Defined to DB-ADE 
(1st Screen) 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION MAINTENANCE 
Copy from -- Data Base Id: DE"O 
Transaction Id: 
Data Base Id: DE~O 
Transaction ld: VALTRANS 
Description: VALID TRA~SACT!O~ 
Verb Which Entity 
With/Us',1/0uol 
Line Control 
013 ELSE 
014 ... ASEND ? 
015 E:,.D NEXT PH-DSSC 1,/ i?:-'.A·.;~-?:1DESC 016 OBTAIN 
017 FIND CURRENT 
PLANT 
018 STOP 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 Delete Transaction 
S-Save P-Save and proof: 
ESC to erase input. 
Figure 26 
Demonstration Transaction Defined to DB-ADE 
(2nd Screen) 
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of a transaction block. The STOP contro
l statement is used 
to mark the end of the last transacti
on block (and therefore 
the end of the entire transaction). DB-ADE r
ecognizes the 
IF .. ELSE constructs that are perm
issible in many program-
ming languages: 
• the simple IF ... ELSE: 
• 
IF 
( optional imperative statements ) 
ELSE 
( optional imperative statements ) . 
the "rolling" IF . .. ELSE: 
IF 
ELSE 
( optional imperative statements) 
( optional imperative statements) 
IF 
( optional imperative statements) 
ELSE 
( optional imperative statements) 
IF 
• 
• 
• 
• the "nested" IF ... ELSE: 
IF 
( optional imperative statements) 
IF 
( optional imperative statements) 
IF 
( optional imperative statements) 
• 
• 
• 
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ELSE 
ELSE 
• 
• 
• 
( optional imperative statements) 
( optional imperative statements ) 
ELSE 
( optional imperative statements). 
B. DB-ADE Transaction Statem
ent Syntax. 
As seen in Figure 25, the com
ponents of a DB-ADE trans-
action statement are: 
• a line number (pre-loaded by the 
system); 
• a control form; 
• a verb form; 
• a "which" form; 
• an entity form; 
• two "within/using/qualifie
r" forms. 
DB-ADE allows for up to two 
hundred (200) transaction 
statements per transaction. 
Valid DB-ADE control forms an
d 
verb forms are shown in Figur
e 27. All valid DB-ADE trans
-
action statement syntaxes ar
e shown in Figure 28. The 
DB-ADE format of an IDMS DML 
form should be apparent to th
e 
knowledgeable IDMS user from 
referencing Figure 28. 
Comment lines can be entered 
on the Transaction Main-
tenance Screen by keying an a
sterisk ("i:") as the first 
character of the statement's
 control form. DB-ADE also a
l-
47 
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Control Forms 
IF 
ELSE 
END 
STOP 
Figure 27 
Verb Forms 
FIND 
OBTAIN 
GET 
ERASE 
CONNECT 
DISCONN 
STORE 
MODIFY 
ACCEPT 
Valid DB-ADE Control and Verb Forms 
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Control 
-------
IF 
ELSE 
END 
STOP 
Verb 
eIND OBTAIN 
t OBTAI~ 
{FIND OBTAIN 
{FIND 
OB~AIN 
tIND 
~BTAIN 
tONNECT 
DISCONN 
GET 
STORE 
MODIFY 
ERASE 
ACCEPT 
ACCEPT 
Which Entity 
ffALC 
rec-name 
DUP 
CURRENT 
rT rec-name PRIOR FIRST LAST 
NTH 
SORTKEY 
CURRENT 
rec-name 
OWNER 
rec-name 
rec-name 
rec-name 
rec-name 
rec-name 
{ NE.XT rec-name PRIOR sec-name 
OWNER 
area-name 
tMEMBER set-name NOTD1PTY EMPTY 
Figure 28 
With/Usg/Qual 
---------
{W sec-name 
' W area-name 
{W set-name 
W area-name 
U DBKEY 
W set-name 
set-name 
CURRENCY 
CURRENCY 
Valid DB-ADE Transaction Statement Syntaxes 
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lows the user to input a com
pletely blank transaction sta
te-
ment. 
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V. The DB-ADE Program/PC Environment. 
A. DB-ADE DOS Files. 
Three categories of DOS files are used within the 
DB-ADE system: 
• DB-ADE program run modules; 
• DB-ADE data files; 
• DB-ADE utilities. 
DB-ADE program run modules include the following: 
• DBADE.BAT --> Invokes DB-ADE when DBADE is exe-
cuted from >C. Prior to executing 
DBADRIVE.COM, takes a backup of all 
.DAT and .IXF files resident on the 
diskette on drive A. 
• DBADRIVE.COM --> Invokes the DBADE main menu 
program. 
• DBAMENU.CHN --> The main menu program. 
• DBADBID.CHN --> Data Base Identification Program. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
DBAAREA.CHN --> 
DBAREC.CHN --> 
DBASET.CHN 
DBASET.000 --> 
DBASET.001 
DBASET.002 
DBATINPT.CHN --> 
DBATVALD.CHN --> 
DBATPATH.CHN 
DBALSDBI.CHN --> 
Area Definition Program. 
Record Definition Program. 
Set Definition Program modules. 
Transaction Maintenance Program. 
Transaction Proof Program 
modules. 
List Data Base Identifiers 
Program. 
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• DBALSARE.CHN --> List Areas For A Data Base 
Program. 
• DBALSREC.CHN --> List Records For A 
Data Base Program. 
• DBALSSET.CHN --> List Sets For A Data Base 
Program. 
• DBALSTRN.CHN --> List Transactions For A 
Data Base Program. 
The DB-ADE program structure is shown in Figure 29. 
DB-ADE utilities are used to manage the DB-ADE envir-
onment. 
NOTE: DB-ADE configuration requirements call for the 
diskette containing DB-ADE .DAT and .IXF data 
files to be resident in drive A when operating 
the system. DB-ADE program run modules 
should be resident on drive C or drive B, de-
pending on whether the PC has a fixed disk or a 
second diskette drive. The DB-ADE utilities 
upon release of DB-ADE perform DOS file manage-
ment between the A and C drives, thus being com-
patible with fixed disk configurations such as 
the IBM PC/XT or the COMPAQ terminal. Execution 
of DB-ADE on two-diskette drive systems, such 
as the IBM PC and the IBM PC/AT, require alter-
ation of the DB-ADE utilities so that they per-
form DOS file management between the A and B 
drives. 
The DB-ADE utilities are the following: 
• DBASYS .. BAT --> Resident on DB-ADE object code disk-
ette 1, execution of this file from 
>A when diskette 1 is in drive A 
will load all DBADE .BAT files onto 
drive C. 
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DBADBID 
,CHN -
DBAAREA 
,CHN ,-.. 
DBAREC. 
,CHN ,-... 
DBASET.CHN 
DBASET.000 
DBASET.001 ,_ 
DBASET.002 
Data Base 
Definition 
Subsystem 
~ Operating System 
. , 
DBADRIVE Driver Program 
,COM 
DBAMENU Main Menu 
,CHN and Controller 
I 
-
DBATINPT 
,CHN 
I 
DBATVALD 
...._ 
,CHN 
DBATPATH 
,CHN 
Transaction 
Definition 
Subsystem 
-
, 
Figure 29 
DB-ADE· Program Structure 
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._ 
._ 
.... 
,_ 
-
DBALSDBI 
,CHN 
DBALSARE 
,CHN 
DBALSREC 
,CHN 
DBALSSET 
,CHN 
DBALSTRN 
,CHN 
Entity Lists 
Subsystem 
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• DBAPROGl.BAT --> Resident on DB-ADE object code 
diskette 1, execution of this 
file from >A when diskette 1 is 
in drive A will load all DBADE 
program modules resident on 
diskette 1 onto drive C. 
• DBAPROG2.BAT --> Resident on DB-ADE object code 
diskette 2, execution of this 
file from >A when diskette 2 is 
in drive A will load all DBADE 
program modules resident on 
diskette 2 onto drive C. 
• DBABACK.BAT --> After being loaded onto drive C by 
execution of DBASYS.BAT, execution 
of this file from >C when DB-ADE 
data files diskette is in drive A 
will back-up (copy) .DAT and .IXF 
files from drive A onto drive C as 
.DAB and .IXB files, respectively. 
• DBAREST.BAT --> After being loaded onto drive C by 
execution of DBASYS.BAT, execution 
of this file from >C when a disk-
ette is in drive A will restore 
(copy) .DAB and .IXB back-up files 
from drive C onto drive A as .DAT 
and .IXF files, respectively. 
• DBAMAKE.COM --> When executed from >C, will create 
empty .DAT and .IXF data files on 
the diskette resident in drive A. 
• DBAMKTMP.COM --> When executed from >C, will re-
store DB-ADE temporary files 
DBAVAL.DAT, DBAVAL.IXF, 
DBAPAT.DAT, and DBAPAT.IXF 
to empty states. 
DB-ADE data files include the following: 
• DBADBI.DAT --> 
DBADBI.IXF 
Data base identifier data and 
index files. 
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• DBAARE.DAT --> Area identifier data and DBAARE.IXF index files. 
• DBAREC.DAT --> Record identifier data and DBAREC.IXF index files. 
• DBASET.DAT --> Set identifier data and DBASET.IXF index files. 
• DBATRN.DAT --> Transaction data and index DBATRN.IXF files. 
• DBAVAL.DAT --> Temporary files used to store DBAVAL.IXF validation report data; file 
contents are erased after the 
report is printed. 
• DBAPAT.DAT --> Temporary files used to pass DBAPAT .IXF transaction data between Trans-
action Proof Program modules 
DBATVALD.CHN and DBATPATH.CHN. 
How-To's. 
To install the DB-ADE system, do the following: 
1st place object code diskette 1 on drive A, and 
execute DBASYS.BAT from A>; 
2nd keep object code diskette 1 on drive A, and 
execute DBAPROGl.BAT from A>; 
3rd place object code diskette 2 on drive A, and 
execute DBAPROG2.BAT from A>; 
4th place empty diskette that will contain DB-ADE 
.DAT and .IXF data files on drive A, and 
execute DBAMAKE.COM from >C. 
To execute DB-ADE, do the following: 
1st place current DB-ADE data files diskette on drive A; 
2nd execute DBADE.COM from >C -- this will always back-up the data files onto drive C as .DAB and 
.IXB files, prior to bringing up the DB-ADE Main Menu Screen. 
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To back-up the DB-ADE .DAT and .IXF files, do the fol-
lowing: 
1st place DB-ADE data files diskette on drive A; 
2nd execute DBABACK.BAT from >C. 
To restore the DB-ADE .DAT and .IXF files, do the fol-
lowing: 
1st place diskette to which the data files are to 
be restored onto drive A; 
2nd execute DBAREST.BAT from >C. 
C. Routing of Validation Reports to the Printer. 
DB-ADE transaction syntax validation, structural valid-
ation, and transaction path analysis reports are routed to 
a PC's printer output device. Therefore, the initial re-
lease of DB-ADE demands a PC configuration that includes 
a printer. 
Changing of the DB-ADE system to print these reports 
on the CRT requires modifying the program source code in 
DBATVALD.PAS and DBATPATH.PAS to direct the writing of the 
reports to output device "Con" rather than "1st", and a 
recompiling of these programs to DBATVALD.CHN and DBATPATH. 
CHN, respectively. However, the report lines will only 
list until they are exhausted on the CRT screen, since no 
sophisticated programming logic that controls page-by-page 
report viewing is coded within these programs. 
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VI. Keyboard Control Input Characters. 
Within the remainder of this document, keyboard input 
to the DB-ADE system will be denoted by enclosing the key-
board responses within the"<" ("less than") and the">" 
("greater than") symbols. Furthermore, "Enter" denotes the 
keyboards ENTER ( ~ ) key, "Esc" the keyboard's ESC key, and 
"Ctrl" the keyboard's CTRL key. Keyboard input responses 
are made within the DB-ADE system to navigate between and 
within program modules, to respond to prompts, to move be-
tween screen fields, and to manipulate character strings 
within data fields. 
EXAMPLES: 
<Enter> denotes the depressing of the keyboard's 
ENTER key; 
<Esc> denotes the depressing of the keyboard's 
ESC key; 
<A> denotes the depressing of the character 
"A" key; 
<2> denotes the depressing of the number 
"2" key; 
<Ctrl-E> denotes the depressing of the character 
"E" key while the keyboard's CTRL key is 
depressed. 
The functionality of certain keyboard input responses 
are absolutely or relatively constant across all DB-ADE 
system programs. Identification of these "reserved" re-
sponses follows. 
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• The <Enter> re
sponse. 
In general, <Ente
r> is used to mov
e the cursor to t
he 
first character p
osition of the ne
xt input data fie
ld on a 
screen. If the l
ast key data fiel
d is <Enter>ed w
ithin a 
program that mus
t perform data re
trieval, validatio
n of the 
key fields and th
e data retrieval 
process for scree
n dis-
play are invoked.
 In update progr
am modules, the <
Enter>-
ing of proper res
ponses to UPDATE
? or SAVE? fields
 will re-
sult in input val
idation and DB-AD
E file update. 
• The <Ctrl-P> r
esponse. 
On DB-ADE input s
creens, <Ctrl-P> 
is used to move t
he 
cursor to the fir
st character of t
he prior input da
ta field. 
<Ctrl-P> is also 
used to initiate 
the printing of t
he valid-
ation error repo
rt from the Trans
action Validation
 Log 
screen. 
• The <Esc> resp
onse. 
<Esc> is used wit
hin a program mo
dule to erase the
 
currently display
ed input data fie
ld values, in ord
er to 
restart the data 
input process, an
d in some instanc
es is 
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used to exit the program module completely. DB-ADE dis-
plays the current use of <Esc> on the bottom line of the 
screen as long as error messages are not present on that 
line. A displayed message of "Esc to erase input." denotes 
the first use of <Esc>, while a displayed message of "Esc 
to quit." denotes the second use of <Esc>. 
• The <Ctrl-F>, <Ctrl-B>, <Ctrl-D>, and <Ctrl-E> 
responses. 
These keyboard inputs are used to manipulate the char-
acter string within a specific input data field on the 
screen. 
<Ctrl-F> moves the cursor one position to the right 
(forward) within the character string, while not affecting 
the content of the character string. 
<Ctrl-B> moves the cursor one position to the left 
(backward) within the character string, while not affecting 
the content of the character string. 
<Ctrl-D> erases (deletes) the character on which the 
cursor is positioned, and shifts all characters that had 
been to the deleted character's right one position to the 
left. (EXAMPLE: "ERASE " will become "EASE "). 
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<Ctrl-E> erases the character on which the cursor is 
positioned and all characters to its right. (EXAMPLE: 
"CHARACTER" will become "CHAR "). 
• The <Ctrl-W>, <Ctrl-X>, <Ctrl-V>, <Ctrl-R>, 
<Ctrl-Z>, and <Ctrl-Q> responses. 
These keyboard inputs are reserved for use within the 
Transaction Maintenance Program only. The responses allow 
flexibility in viewing and modifying the transaction being 
processed by the DB-ADE user. 
<Ctrl-W> inserts a new line within the transaction af-
ter the line on which the cursor is positioned. 
<Ctrl-X> deletes the transaction line on which the 
cursor is positioned. 
<Ctrl-V> scrolls a page forward in the transaction. 
<Ctrl-R> scrolls a page backward 'in the transaction. 
<Ctrl-Z> moves the cursor down one transaction line. 
<Ctrl-Q> moves the cursor up one transaction line. 
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VII. DB-ADE Screen Field Descriptions. 
The following sections provide specifications for input 
fields on the DB-ADE system input screens. The format of 
this section is a Figure displaying the screen followed by 
the screen's input requirements. Circled numbers on the 
screen Figures correspond to the field numbering scheme 
within the section's text. 
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DATA BASE DOCUr.ENTOR AND ED
ITOR 
MAIN :1E~U 
Select fro~ one oi the foll
owing:~! 
Data Sase Ueiinition 
Entity Lists 
1 Data Base ldentiiic
ation 
Area De:t"inition 
Record Definition 
Set Definition 
'2, { ; 
Transaction Deiinition 
-----
-----
-----
-----
--
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
List D~ta ~ase Identifiers 
List Areas For A Data Base 
List Records for A Data Bas
e 
List Sets For A Data Base 
List Transactions 
For A Data Base 
5 A/C/~/Copy/Proof Trans
action 
6 -- Prooi Transaction 
_..,..3 
Data Base Id: DEMO 
Transaction Id: VALTRANS 
, ... 
Enter data base and transac
tion identifiers. ESC to r
eturn to menu pro~pt. 
( 
Figure 30 
Main Menu Screen Fields 
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A. Main Menu Screen Field Description
s (see Figure 30). 
1. Program selection code. Key in the
 code associated 
with the program to which you wish to 
transfer control. 
2. Valid program selection codes and 
the programs they 
cause to be invoked are displayed in th
e submenu lists. 
3. Data Base Id. Program selection c
odes 6, B, C, D, and 
E, when keyed, will prompt for the DB-A
DE data base 
identifier to be <Enter>ed. <Enter>ing
 of the data 
base identifier (except when program selection 
code 6 
is chosen) will cause the entered data base ide
ntifier 
to be validated and the proper program
 invoked. 
(12 characters). 
4. Transaction Id. Program selection
 code 6 will also 
request that the identifier of the tran
saction to be 
proofed be entered in addition to the 
data base ident-
ifier. Only upon <Enter>ing of this t
ransaction ident-
ifier will the transaction identifier 
be validated and 
the Transaction Proof Program invoked. 
(12 charac-
ters). 
5. Message line. The message line wi
ll contain operator 
instruction messages and error message
s as appropriate. 
Possible errors that can occur during 
the use of the 
Main Menu Screen include the following
: 
• EOOl-Db id required. 
• E003-Db id not found. 
• E054-Trans id required. 
• E055-Trans id not found. 
Consult Section VIII for more detailed
 descriptions of 
these error messages. 
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/b 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
DATA BASE IDENTIFICATION 
Action: A 
Data Base Iden ti£ ier: DEMO...,-? 
Description: DEMONSTRATION DATA BASE ..--8 
IO~ 
Enter data and X to update, ESC to erase input, 
Figure 31 
Data Base Identification Screen Fields 
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B. Data Base Identification Screen Field Descriptions (see Figure 31). 
6. Action code. A= add a data base identifier, B = 
browse (view) a data base identifier, C = change a 
data base identifier's attributes, D = delete a data 
base identifier, Q = return to main menu. 
7. 
8. 
Data Base Identifier. 
Data Base Description. 
data base identifier. 
(12 characters). 
A short description of the 
(30 characters). 
9. Update? (X). <Enter>ing an "X" in this field causes 
the add, change, or delete update process to begin. (1 character). 
10. Message line. The message line will contain operator 
instruction messages and error messages as appropriate. 
Possible errors that can occur during the use of the 
Data Base Identification Screen include the following: 
• EOOl-Db id required. 
• E002-Db id exists . 
• E003-Db id not found. 
Consult Section VIII for more detailed descriptions 
of these error messages. 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTO~ AND EDITdR 
AREA MAINTENANC~ 
~12 
Data Base: DEMO Description: DEMONSTRATION DATA BASE 
/' 
Action: A~ II 13 
Area Identifier: EQP-AREAc--li.l 
Area Descript.ion: EQUIPMENT AREA~ IS" 
11 ':.. 
Enter dat.a and X to update. ESC to erase input. 
H, .......,. . 
~Update? <X>: 
Figure 32 
Area Maintenance Screen Fields 
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C. Area Maintenance Screen Field D
escriptions 
(see Figure 32). 
11. Action code. A= add an area, 
B = browse (view) an 
area, C = change an area's attribute
s, D = delete an 
area, Q = return to main menu. 
12. Data Base. The data base iden
tifier that qualifies 
the area identifier. This must be e
ntered unless its 
value was carried forward by the sys
tem from another 
program. (12 characters). 
13. Description. The description a
ssigned to the data 
base identifier. This will be displ
ayed upon the 
<Enter>ing of a valid data base iden
tifier in field 12. 
(30 characters). 
14. Area Identifier. (12 characters). 
15. Area Description. A short desc
ription of the area 
identifier. (30 characters). 
16. Update? (X). <Enter>ing an "X" in this
 field causes 
the add, change, or delete update pr
ocess to begin. 
(1 character). 
17. Message line. The message line
 will contain operator 
instruction messages and error messa
ges as appropriate. 
Possible errors that can occur durin
g the use of the 
Area Maintenance Screen include the 
following: 
• EOOl-Db id 
required . 
• E003-Db id
 not found . 
• E004-Area id
 required . 
• EOOS-Area exis
ts for DB. 
• E006-Area no
t in DB . 
• E063-Areaid us
ed for rec . 
• E064-Areaid use
d for set . 
Consult Section VIII for more detail
ed descriptions 
of these error messages. 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
RECORD MAINTENANCE 
IC\ 
Data Base: DEMO~ Description: DEMO
NSTRATION DATA BASE 
Action: A ~ IS 
~ 
:lo 
Record Identifier: EQUIPMENT~ 
21 
22 
Record Descri;:,tion: EQUIPMENT RECORD~ 
Area: EC?-AREA <E-2.3 ~21} 
Location Mode <CIV/D>: C CCALC> 
I:f VIA, stored by !3et: -E-25',...--2'-
If CALC, du;:,s allowed? <YIN>: N~ ~umber of
 dups: 
Non-;:,ointer bytes oi d.cita: 245 ~ 28 
Estimated Volumes: 
Minimum: 20000} 
Most Likely: 60000 2.~ 
Worst Case: 95000 
31~ 
Enter da~a and X to update. ESC to erase
 input. 
Figure 33 
Record Maintenance Screen Fields 
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D. Record Mainte
nance Screen Fiel
d Descriptions 
(see Figure 33). 
18. Action code. 
A= add a record,
 B = browse (view) a
 
record, C = chang
e an record's att
ributes, D = dele
te 
a record, Q = return to
 main menu. 
19. Data Base. 
The data base ide
ntifier that qual
ifies 
the record identi
fier. This must 
be entered unless
 
its value was car
ried forward by t
he system from 
another program. 
(12 characters). 
20. Description.
 The description
 assigned to the 
data 
base identifier. 
This will be disp
layed upon the 
<Enter>ing of a v
alid data base id
entifier in field 
19. 
(30 characters). 
21. 
22. 
Record Identifier
. 
Record Descriptio
n. 
record identifier
. 
(12 characters). 
A short descripti
on of the 
(30 characters). 
23. Area. The d
ata base area in 
which the record 
is 
stored. This mus
t be a valid DB-AD
E area identifier
 
that was created 
through use of th
e Area Maintenanc
e 
Screen. (12 characte
rs). 
24. Location Mo
de. Indicates how
 the record is st
ored. 
C = CALC, V = VIA
, D = DIRECT. (1 cha
racter). 
25. If VIA, stor
ed by set. If th
e location mode (fiel
d 24) 
was entered as C 
or D, the system 
assigns spaces to
 
this field and sk
ips over it. If 
the location mode
 
was entered as V, 
this field should
 be encoded with 
the DB-ADE set id
entifier by which
 this record will
 be 
stored VIA. NOTE
: Record identif
iers must be store
d 
in DB-ADE prior t
o storing set ide
ntifiers that ref
er-
ence the records.
 Therefore, this
 field will not c
ause 
a validation erro
r that precludes 
the record identi
fier 
from being accept
ed by DB-ADE. Wh
en entered, this 
field's presence 
will generate a W
OOl warning messa
ge 
reminder precedin
g the subsequent 
"Files updated." 
mes-
sage. (12 characters
). 
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26. If CALC, dups all
owed? If location m
ode (field 24) was 
entered as V or D,.th
e system assigns a va
lue of N to 
this field and skips 
over it. If the loca
tion mode was 
entered as C, a Y or 
N must be entered in 
this field. 
(1 character) . 
27. Number of dups. 
If location mode (field 24
) was en-
tered as V or D, or i
f location mode was e
ntered as C 
and "If CALC, dups all
owed?" (field 26) was ente
red as 
N, the system assigns 
a value of O (zero) to thi
s 
field. Otherwise, th
is field must be ente
red with a 
value of 2 or greater
. (4 characters, numeric)
. 
28. Non-pointer byte
s of data. The numbe
r of bytes of 
application-oriented 
data that is to be sto
red on any 
one occurrence 
of this record (4 characte
rs, numeric). 
29. Estimated volume
s. The minimum, most
 likely, and 
worst case number of 
occurrences of the re
cord expect-
ed in the data base. 
Minimum~ most likely
 i worst 
case. (8 characters, num
eric). 
30. Update? (X). <Enter>
ing an "X" in this fi
eld causes 
the add, change, or d
elete update process t
o begin. 
(1 character). 
31. Message line. T
he message line will 
contain operator 
instruction messages 
and error messages as 
appropriate. 
Possible errors that 
can occur during the 
use of the 
Record Maintenance Sc
reen include the follo
wing: 
• EOOl-Db. id required
. 
• E003-Db id not foun
d. 
• E004-Area id requi
red. 
• E006-Area not in DB
. 
• E007-Rec id require
d. 
• E008-Rec id exists
. 
• E009-Locmode not C
,V,D. 
• EOlO-Set required 
when VIA. 
• EOll-Dupsind requi
red. 
• E012-Numdups requi
red. 
• E013-Dupsind not Y
,N. 
• E014-Numdups not>
 1. 
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• EOlS-Numdup not numeric. 
• E016-Bytes not numeric. 
• E017-Min vol reqd. 
• E018-Likely vol reqd. 
• E019-Worst vol reqd. 
• E020-Min vol not num. 
• E021-Likely vol not num. 
• E022-Worst vol not num. 
• E023-Not min<like<worst. 
• E024-Bytes required. 
• E025-Rec id not found. 
• E059-Recid used for set. 
• E060-Recid used for area.
 
Consult Section VIII for mo
re detailed descriptions 
of these error messages. 
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Data Base: !)EMO 
~33 
Action: A ~32 
DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
SET MAINTENANCE 
Description: DEMONSTRATION DATA BASE 
?.Y? 
?>S" ~31 
Set Identifier: PLANT-PP~ Owner Record: PLANT 
Set Descript.:.on: PROD PLANT WITHIN PLANT '\'--3b 
Point.ers: Ne:<t<YIN>: Y~ Prior<Y/10: Yi! Owner<YIN>: Y:;:-
Sortect<YIN>: ~ Insertion Order <NIF/L>: N <NEXT> 
39 /I llO --"' 
Me~ber Record D-I Pct.Part Min.~hain Likely.Chain 
PRO:::>-?LA!'.T OA 100 1 10 
Uorst.Chain 
35 
'----' ~ _______.,, .___J 
~44 t::::idate? < X >: : 
41 ~-
ESC to erase input. 4~ 
Enter data and X to update. 
Figure 34 
Set Maintenance Screen Fields 
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E. Set Maintenance Screen Field Descriptions 
(see Figure 34). 
32. Action code. A= add a set, B = browse (view) a set, 
C = change a set's attributes, D = delete a set, 
Q = return to main menu. 
33. Data Base. The data base identifier that qu
alifies 
the set identifier. This must be entered unless i
ts 
value was carried forward by the system from anot
her 
program. (12 characters). 
34. Description. The description assigned to the
 data 
base identifier. This will be displayed upon the 
<Enter>ing of a valid data base identifier in fiel
d 33. 
(30 characters). 
35. Set Identifier. (12 characters). 
36. Set Description. A short description of the 
set 
identifier. (30 characters). 
37. Owner Record. The valid DB-ADE record ident
ifier, as 
established through the Record Maintenance Screen
, 
that owns the set. (12 characters). 
38. Pointers (Next, Prior, Owner). Enter Y or Nin each 
field to indicate the existence of the pointers 
within the set. (each 1 character). 
39. Sorted (Y/N). Enter Y or N to indicate if the set is 
sorted. ( 1 character) . 
40. Insertion Order. If field 39 was entered as 
Y, the 
system assigns a value of S (Sorted) to this field and 
skips over it. Otherwise, enter N (Next), F (First), 
or L (Last), to indicate where the stored member rec-
ord is to be inserted into the set. (1 character). 
41. Member Record (up to six occurrences). The valid 
DB-ADE record identifier(s), as established through 
the Record Maintenance Screen, that is (are) member(s) 
in the set. (12 characters). 
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42. D-I (up to six occurrences). The deletion
-insertion 
rule for the member record. Enter MA (mandator
y-auto-
matic), OA (optional-automatic), MM (mandatory-m
anual), 
or OM (optional-manual). (2 characters). 
43. Pct.Part. (up to six occurrences). Of all
 the occur-
rences of the set member record to be s
tored in the 
data base, the percentage that is expec
ted to partic-
ipate as members in this set at a typic
al point in 
time. (4 characters, numeric). 
44. Min.Chain, Likely.Chain, Worst.Ch
ain (up to six occur-
rences). The minimum, most likely, and worst ca
se num-
ber of occurrences of the member record
 that will par-
ticipate in one specific chain of the 
set at a typical 
point in time. (8 characters, numeric). 
45. Update? (X). <Enter>ing an "X" in this fie
ld causes 
the add, change, or delete update proce
ss to begin. 
(1 character). 
46. Message line. The message line w
ill contain operator 
instruction messages and error messages
 as appropriate. 
Possible errors that can occur during t
he use of the 
Set Maintenance Screen include the follo
wing: 
• EOOI-Db id req
uired. 
• E003-Db id not
 found. 
• E026-Set id ex
ists . 
• E027-Next ptr no
t Y,N . 
• E028-Prior ptr 
not Y,N . 
• E029-0wner ptr
 not Y,N . 
• E030-Sorted ind 
not Y,N . 
• E031-Inst ord not
 N,F,L . 
• E032-0wn rec not 
found . 
• E033-Mem rec no
t found . 
• E034-D-I rule inva
lid . 
• E035-Pct not <= 100
 . 
• E036-Member = o
wner . 
• E037-Min chain req
d. 
• E038-Min chain not
 num . 
• E039-Lik chain reqd
 . 
• E040-Lik chain not
 num . 
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• E041-Worst chain reqd. 
• E042-Worst chain not num. 
• E043-Not min<like<worst. 
• E044-Set id not found. 
• E045-Set id required. 
• E046-0wner rec required. 
• E047-No member data. 
• E048-Member rec reqd. 
• E049-Pct. part. not num. 
• EOSO-Pct. part. reqd. 
• EOSl-Mand. must be 100. 
• E052-No S if sorted set. 
• E053-Next and prior= N. 
• E061-Setid used for rec. 
• E062~Setid used for area. 
Consult Section VIII for more detailed descriptions 
of these error messages. 
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DATA BASE DOCUMENTOR AND EDITOR 
TRANSACTION MAINTENANCE 
Copy from -- Data Base Id: DEMO"'- Transaction Id: SY
:-ITFAIL 
Data Bese Id: DEi10 ~ 4'1 41 46 / 
Transact.ion Id: NEWTRANS~ Description: NEW TRANSAC7IO
NC--51 
60 
Line 
001 
002 
003 
00-l 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
Control Verb 
OBTAIN 
OBTAIN 
OBTAIN 
Which 
CALC 
NEXT 
NEXT 
Entity 
ECUIP~ENT 
PM-ACTIVITY 
PM-DESC 
With/Usg/Cual 
W EOUIP-PM 
STOP 
S-Save P-Save and proof: S 
ESC to erase input. ~ 5~ 
.e-53 
Figure 35 
W PMACT-PMDESC 
Delete Transaction 
. .-.5"4 
CX>: ~ 
Transaction Maintenance Screen Fields 
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F. Transaction l'laintenance Screen Field Descriptions 
(see Figure 35) . 
47. Copy from Data Base Id. The data base identifier that 
qualifies the Copy from Transaction Id should the 
Copy from Transaction Id be entered. When doing a 
transaction copy, this field must be entered unless its 
value was carried forward by the system from another 
program. (12 characters). 
48. Copy from Transaction Id. When entered, the trans-
action identifier of the transaction, qualified by the 
Copy from Data Base Id, that is to be retrieved onto 
the Transaction Maintenance Screen. (12 characters). 
49. Data Base Id. The data base identifier that qualifies 
the transaction being defined on the Transaction Main-
tenance Screen. This field must be entered unless its 
value was carried forward by the system from another 
program. (12 characters). 
50. Transaction Id. The identifier of the transaction, 
qualified by the Data Base Id, that is being defined 
on the Transaction Maintenance Screen. (12 charac-
ters). 
51. Description. A short description of the transaction 
being defined. (30 characters). 
52. Transaction definition area. See Section IV for de-
scription of use and Figure 28 for valid statement 
syntaxes. 
53. Save/Save and proof indicator. An <Enter>ing of value 
S saves/resaves the transaction in the DB-ADE files. 
An <Enter>ing of value P saves/resaves the transaction 
and automatically invokes the Transaction Proof Prog-
ram. (1 character). 
54. Delete Transaction (X). An <Enter>ing of an "X" in 
the field deletes the transaction from the DB-ADE 
files. (1 character). 
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55. Message line. The message line will contain 
operator 
instruction messages and error messages as approp
riate. 
Possible errors that can occur during the use of t
he 
Transaction Maintenance Screen include the followi
ng: 
• EOOl-Db id required. 
• E003-Db id not found. 
• E054-Trans id required. 
• EOSS-Copy db not found. 
• E057-Copy trn not found. 
• E058-Copy db spaces. 
Consult Section VIII for more detailed description
s 
of these error messages. 
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VIII. DB-ADE Error and Warning Messages Listing. 
Message 
EOOl-DB id required. 
E002-DB id exists. 
E003-DB id not found. 
E004-Area id required. 
EOOS-Area exists for DB. 
E006-Area not in DB. 
E007-Rec id required. 
E008-Rec id exists. 
Meaning 
The data base identifier has 
been left blank. 
An attempt is being made to 
add a data base identifier 
that is already on file. 
The data base identifier does 
not exist on the DB-ADE files. 
The area identifier has been 
left blank. 
The area identifier already 
exists on file within the en-
tered data base identifier. 
The area identifier does not 
exist within the entered data 
base identifier on the DB-ADE 
files. 
The record identifier has 
been left blank. 
The record identifier already 
exists on file within the en-
tered data base identifier. 
E009-Locmode not C,V,D. Location mode must be entered 
and must be C (calc), V (via), 
or D (direct). 
EOlO-Set required when VIA. The location mode is indicated 
as V (via), but the stored-by 
set field has been left blank. 
EOll-Dupsind required. Duplicates-allowed indicator 
has been left blank. 
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E012-Numdups required. 
E013-Dupsind not Y,N. 
E014-Numdups not> 1. 
EOlS-Numdup not numeric. 
E016-Bytes not numeric. 
E017-Min vol reqd. 
E018-Likely vol reqd. 
E019-Worst vol reqd. 
E020-Min vol not num. 
E021-Likely vol not num. 
Number of duplicate records 
expected field has been left 
blank. 
The duplicates-allowed indic-
ator is non-blank, but does 
not contain allowable values 
Y or N. 
If duplicates-allowed indic-
ator is Y, the expected number 
of duplicate records must be 
at least 2. 
The number of expected dupli-
cate records field is non-
blank but contains a non-numer-
ic value. 
The non-pointer bytes field is 
non-blank but contains a non-
numeric value. 
The expected minimum number of 
record occurrences field has 
been left blank. 
The most likely number of 
record occurrences field has 
been left blank. 
The worst case number of 
record occurrences field has 
been left blank. 
The expected minimum number of 
record occurrences field is 
non-blank but contains a non-
numeric value. 
The most likely number of 
record occurrences field is 
non-blank but contains a non-
numeric value. 
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E022-Worst vol not num. 
E023-Not min<like<worst
. 
E024-Bytes required. 
E025-Rec id not found. 
E026-Set id exists. 
E027-Next ptr not Y,N. 
E028-Prior ptr not Y ,N. 
E029-0wner ptr not Y ,N. 
E030-Sorted ind not Y,N
. 
E031-Inst ord not N,F,L
. 
The worst case number o
f 
.record occurrences fiel
d is 
non-blank but contains 
a non-
numeric value. 
The numerical values in
putted 
do not satisfy the requ
irement 
that expected minimum n
umber 
of record occurrences $
 most 
likely number of record
 occur-
rences< worst case 
number of 
record occurrences. 
The non-pointer bytes f
ield 
has been left blank. 
The record identifier d
oes not 
exist within the entere
d data 
base identifier on the 
DB-ADE 
files. 
The set identifier alrea
dy 
exists on file within t
he en-
tered data base identif
ier. 
The next pointers indic
ator 
must b·e entered and mus
t be 
Y or N. 
The prior pointers indi
cator 
must be entered and mus
t be 
Y or N. 
The owner pointers indi
cator 
must be entered and mus
t be 
Y or N. 
The sorted set indicato
r must 
be entered and must be 
Y or N. 
When keyed in by the DB
-ADE 
user, the insertion ord
er 
field must be N (next), 
F (first), or L (last). 
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E032-0wn rec not found. 
E033-Mem rec not found. 
E034-D-I rule invalid. 
E035-Pct not<= 100. 
E036-Member = owner. 
E037-Min chain reqd. 
E038-Min chain not num. 
E039-Lik chain reqd. 
E040-Lik chain not num. 
The owner record field con-
tents is not a valid DB-ADE 
record identifier within the 
entered data base identifier. 
One of the specified member 
record field contents is not a 
valid DB-ADE record identifier 
within the entered data base 
identifier. 
One of the entered deletion-
insertion rules is not MA, OA, 
MM, or OM. 
One of the entered percentage 
participation values is great-
er than 100 (percent). 
A valid DB-ADE record ident-
ifier is specified as both the 
owner record and a member rec-
ord in the set. 
The expected minimum number of 
records in the typical set 
chain has been left blank for 
a specified member record. 
The expected minimum number of 
records in a typical set 
chain is ·non-blank but contains 
a non-numeric value. 
The most likely number of 
records in the typical set 
chain has been left blank for 
a specified member record. 
The most likely number of 
records in a typical set 
chain is non-blank but contains 
a non-numeric value. 
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E041-Worst chain reqd. 
E042-Worst chain not num. 
E043-Not min<like<worst. 
E044-Set id not found. 
E045-Set id required. 
E046-0wner rec required. 
E047-No member data. 
E048-Member rec required. 
E049-Pct. part. not num. 
The worst case number of 
records in the typical set 
chain has been left blank fo
r 
a specified member record. 
The worst case number of 
records in a typical set 
chain is non-blank but conta
ins 
a non-numeric value. 
For a specified member recor
d, 
the numerical values inputte
d 
do not satisfy the requireme
nt 
that the expected minimum nu
m-
ber of records in the chain 
~ most likely number of rec-
ordes in the chain< worst 
case number of records in th
e 
chain. 
The set identifier does not 
exist within the entered dat
a 
base identifier on the DB-AD
E 
files. 
The set identifier has been 
left blank. 
The set woner record filed h
as 
been left blank. 
All six allowable member rec
-
ord line items are completel
y 
blank. 
At least one field on a mem
ber 
record line item is non-blan
k, 
yet the member record ident-
ifier field is blank. 
One of the entered percentag
e 
paticipation values is non-
blank and contains a non-num
-
eric value. 
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EOSO-Pct. part.
 reqd. 
E051-Mand. must
 be 100. 
E052-No S if so
rted set. 
E053-Next and p
rior= N. 
E054-Trans id r
equired. 
EOSS-Trans id n
ot found. 
E056-Copy db no
t found. 
E057-Copy trn n
ot found. 
E058-Copy db sp
aces. 
The percentage
 participation 
field for an en
tered set mem-
ber record ide
ntifier has bee
n 
left blank. 
The percentage 
participation 
value for a ma
ndatory member 
(i.e., MA or MM) m
ust be 100 
(percent). 
The insertion o
rder of S gene
r-
ated by the sys
tem (from user 
entry of a sort
ed set indicat
or 
of Y) has been overl
ayed with 
a non-S value, 
yet the sorted
 
set indicator i
s still Y. 
Next and prior 
pointer indic-
ators are both 
specified as N
. 
This means the 
set could neve
r 
be traversed. 
The transaction
 identifier ha
s 
been left blank
. 
*~':-k CURRENTLY 
NOT INVOKED -ld('"
,~ 
The data base i
dentifier en-
tered on the CO
PY FROM line 
does not exist 
on the DB-ADE 
files. 
The transaction
 identifier en
-
tered on the CO
PY FROM line 
does not exist 
within the en-
tered data base
 identifier on 
the DB-ADE files
. 
The data base i
dentifier en-
tered on the CO
PY FROM line 
has been left b
lank, yet a 
COPY FROM transa
ction ident-
ifier has been 
entered. 
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E059-Recid used for set. 
E060-Recid used for area. 
E061-Setid used for rec. 
E062-Setid used for area. 
E063-Areaid used for rec. 
E064-Areaid used for set. 
E400-Invalid statement 
syntax. 
E401-Invalid control or 
verb form. 
E402-S0RTKEY within area 
search invalid. 
The record identifier is al-
ready in use as a set ident-
ifier within the entered data 
base identifier. 
The record identifier is al-
ready in use as an area ident-
ifier within the entered data 
base identifier. 
The set identifier is already 
in use as a record identifier 
within the entered data base 
identifier. 
The set identifier is already 
in use as an area identifier 
within the entered data base 
identifier. 
The area identifier is already 
in use as a record identifier 
within the entered data base 
identifier. 
The area identifier is already 
in use as a set identifier 
within the entered data base 
identifier. 
The transaction statement does 
not comply with DB-ADE syntax 
rules (see Figure 28). 
The transaction statement con-
tains neither a valid control 
form nor a valid verb form 
(see Figure 27). 
SORTKEY is not an allowable 
search technique for a FIND/ 
OBTAIN within a data base area. 
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E403-Record is not in 
specified area. 
E404-Record is not a 
member in specified 
set. 
E405-Specified set is not 
sorted. 
E406-Specified set does 
not have NEXT 
pointers. 
E407-Specified set does 
not have PRIOR 
pointers. 
E408-Specified record is 
not CALC. 
E409-Specified CALC 
record does not 
allow dups. 
E410-CONNECT/DISCONN not 
valid for D-I rule. 
E411-ACCEPT format 
requires set PRIOR 
pointers. 
ESOO-END is unassignable 
to IF or ELSE. 
The record for which a FIND/ 
OBTAIN within a data base area 
is being issued is not stored 
within the specified data base 
area. 
The record for which a FIND/ 
OBTAIN within a set is being 
issued is not a member record 
within the specified set. 
SORTKEY is not an allowable 
search technique for a FIND/ 
OBTAIN within an unsorted set. 
FIND/OBTAIN NEXT/FIRST withfn 
a set requires that the set 
have next pointers. 
FIND/OBTAIN PRIOR/LAST within 
a set requires that the set 
have prior pointers. 
FIND/OBTAIN CALC/DUP requires 
that the object record be 
stored with a location mode of 
CALC. 
FIND/OBTAIN DUP is not allow-
able for a CALC record that 
does not allow duplicates. 
CONNECTS are allowed only for 
MM and OM sets. DISCONNects 
are allowed only on OA and OM 
sets. 
ACCEPT NEXT/PRIOR currencies 
within a set formats require 
that the object set have prior 
pointers. 
-k-k~': CURRENTLY NOT INVOKED 
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ESOl-STOP statement 
missing. 
ES02-Statement after 
first STOP ignored. 
E503-IF or ELSE statement 
not closed. 
ES04-No IF for ELSE to 
belong to. 
E700-Dbkey of record type 
not previously 
ACCEPTed. 
E701-Record type cur-
rency not prev. 
established. 
E702-Set currency not 
previously estab-
lished. 
E703-Area currency not 
previously estab-
lished. 
E704-Set partic. check 
must precede state-
ment. 
There is no STOP control state
-
ment to indicate the end of 
the transaction. 
*1:-k CURRENTLY NOT INVOKED ;Hr*
 
-!.-~ CURRENTLY NOT INVOKED -Im*
 
There is no IF control state-
ment preceding the ELSE state-
ment that has yet to be coun-
ter-conditioned by an ELSE 
statement. 
To use the FIND/OBTAIN using a 
saved dbkey as a direct access 
mechanism requires that the 
dbkey has been ACCEPTed by a 
prior statement into a storage
 
field. 
Execution of the transaction 
statement requires that cur-
rent of record type be prev-
iously established. 
Execution of the transaction 
statement requires that cur-
rent of set be previously 
established. 
Execution of the transaction 
statement requires that cur-
rent of area be previously 
established. 
An "if member of set" check 
must precede an OBTAIN OWNER 
statement if the object record 
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E705-Preceding set p
artic. 
check for diff. set. 
E706-0bject record must 
be current-of-run-
unit. 
E707-Currency not es
t. in 
all rec OA, MA, Via 
set. 
E708-Current-of-run-
unit 
not in specified set.
 
WOOL 
W700-Dbkey of rec no
t 
prev. accepted, 
-1 assumed. 
W701-Caution for man
d. 
mems in sets owned 
by rec. 
participates in the 
object set 
as an optional or ma
nual mem-
ber. 
Reference error mess
age for 
error code 704. The 
partic-
ipation check preced
ing the 
OBTAIN OWNER stateme
nt is for 
a different object set. 
Execution of the tra
nsaction 
statement requires t
hat the 
object record be current-o
f-
run-unit. 
This is a currency r
equirement 
prior to the storing
 of an 
IDMS record. 
"If set member" and 
"If set 
empty" checks requir
e that the 
current-of-run-unit 
record 
participate in the o
bject set. 
On a successful DB-AD
E record 
add or change, preced
es the 
"Files updated." mes
sage when 
an input-empty scree
n is re-
displayed. Signifies
 that the 
set by which the reco
rd is 
stored VIA is not ye
t ident-
ified in DB-ADE files
. 
On a STORE of a recor
d type 
whose location mode i
s DIRECT, 
the record will be st
ored as 
close to the end of i
ts area 
as is possible unless
 a dbkey 
is supplied for the S
TORE via 
a prior ACCEPT statem
ent. 
Highlighted when issu
ing an 
ERASE statement. 
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W702-Caution for DB-END-
OF-SET on set walks. 
W703-Caution for DB-END-
OF-SET on area walks. 
W704-Caution for DB-REC-
NOT-FOUND on CALCs. 
When a transaction path has at 
least one FIND/OBTAIN within 
set statement, warns that an 
application program must handle 
the "on db-end-of-set" con-
dition. 
When a transaction path has at 
least one FIND/OBTAIN within 
area statement, warns that an 
application program must handle 
the "on db-end-of-set" con-
dition (end of area). 
When a transaction path has at 
least one CALC/DUP statement, 
warns that an application 
program must handle the "on 
db-rec-not-found" condition. 
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Program abort diagnostic messages
 - require program changes 
and regeneration of run modules. 
• IFsub exceeds IF table max. en
tries. 
• Pathing table filled up in X d
irection. 
• Transaction If not found in If
 table -- internal 
error. 
• Pathing table overcompressed in
 Y-direction. 
• Program problem Allpathtable
 is filled to 
maximum. 
• Program problem 
maximum. 
• Program problem 
to maximum. 
• Program problem 
to maximum. 
• Program problem 
to maximum. 
• Program problem 
maximum. 
Settable is filled to 
Currentofareatable is filled 
Currentofsettable is filled 
Currentofrecordtable is filled 
Pathentrytable is filled to 
• Program error, PAT record for b
lock-path not 
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IX. Location of DB-ADE Dem
onstration System. 
In compliance with thesis pr
eparation guidelines, the 
following: 
• the two DB-ADE system object code 
diskettes, 
• two DB-ADE source code di
skettes, 
• a DB-ADE data files demon
stration diskette, 
• DB-ADE program source lis
tings, 
are on file in the office of
 thesis advisor: 
Professor John C. Wiginton 
Department of Industrial Eng
ineering 
Packard Laboratory 19 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 18015. 
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X. Directions for Further Research. 
The following represent the author's c
urrent thoughts 
on possible future extensions of DB-ADE
 system functional-
ity. 
AUTOMATED DATA DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE (DDL) INTERF
ACE TO THE 
INTEGRATED DATA DICTIONARY (IDD) 
An expansion of the attributes that mu
st be specified 
for the entity types (i.e., areas, records, set
s) defined 
in the Data Base Definition Subsystem 
can provide the syn-
tax requirements for the source code in
put of the Data 
Description Language into a mainframe 
IDMS Integrated Data 
Dictionary (IDD). This expansion, plus the dev
elopment of 
an automated load of Data Base Definiti
on Subsystem data 
into the proper mainframe IDD source s
tatement library, 
can eliminate the clerical effort requ
ired to code and 
load the DDL source statements into the
 source statement 
library for subsequent processing by th
e DDL compiler. 
VOLUME PROOFING 
A new DB-ADE program module can gather
 the minimum, 
most likely, and worst case volume esti
mates provided for 
record and set entities, and insure th
at the estimates for 
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ch 
structurally int
errelated entiti
es are reasonab
ly compat-
ible. 
PHYSICAL DATA BASE
 ACCESS PERFORMAN
CE EVALUATOR 
Statistical mode
ls can be develop
ed and programme
d 
within new DB-ADE
 program modules 
that will evalua
te the 
performance (i.e., e
fficiency) of a tran
saction against 
the defined data
 base structure.
 Performance c
riteria must 
first be develop
ed. Logical per
formance measure
ments might 
be logical I/0 c
ounts, physical 
I/0 counts, and 
the number 
of physical IDMS
 page reads per 
physical or log
ical IDMS 
page write (page up
date). The Data Bas
e Definition Sub
sys-
tem must be expa
nded to accept t
he appropriate 
data base 
physical attribu
tes. This evalu
ator module will
 allow the 
user to predict 
performance and 
to fine-tune the
 data base 
structure and tra
nsactions as req
uired. 
DATA BASE PATHFIND
ER 
A set of program
 modules can be 
developed that w
ill 
determine the tra
nsactions that 
can be implement
ed to 
acquire a set of
 required data. 
This will first 
require 
an expansion of 
the Data Base D
efinition Subsyst
em Record 
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Definition Program to allo
w the defining of data el
ements 
for each record. Secondl
y, a new version of the T
rans-
action Maintenance Progra
m must be developed that 
requests 
that the data elements th
at are to be updated/retr
ieved by 
the transaction be identi
fied. A program module w
ill then 
be able to determine, bas
ed upon the data base str
ucture, 
all feasible paths that w
ill obtain or update the d
ata 
elements. A marriage of 
the aforementioned Physic
al Data 
Base Access Performance E
valuator and this module 
can 
possibly enable the progra
m module to recommend th
e best 
access path based upon th
e relative efficiencies o
f the 
feasible paths. 
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